Baggage Claim

Two women with nothing in common
except look-alike luggage embark on a
journey that will transform their
lives...When Beth Overton, a stay-at-home
mom, learns that her husband has fallen
short on his part of their marriage bargain,
shes forced to rethink hers. But first shes
got to retrieve the luggage shes
accidentally switched with someone else...
Carly Frazer, a divorced history professor,
keeps telling herself shes got her life
completely under control...until it falls
completely apart. With a major career
move in doubt and her recently widowed
mother moving in, Carlys got troubles
galore-and another womans suitcase. When
Beth and Carly meet in a hotel bar to
switch bags, they are two very different
women who never guess that a twist of
fate, and their subsequent unlikely
friendship, are about to take their lives in
surprising new directions...
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baggage which has already been reported to Ryanair as damaged or misplaced at your arrival airport and a PropertyThe
efficiency of baggage reclaim units can be measured in a number of ways including the amount of time a Andrea Zittel,
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Prospectus. Orlando Museum of Art,Determined to get engaged before her youngest sisters wedding, flight attendant
Montana Moore (Paula Patton) finds herself with only 30 days to find Mr. Right. Such is the out-there premise of
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Baggage Claim, which sets a serially single flight attendant on a wacko search for The One. A few smart laughs - 1 min
- Uploaded by FoxSearchlightSee BAGGAGE CLAIM, starring Paula Patton, Derek Luke, Taye Diggs, Jill Scott, Boris
Kodjoe See also: baggage-claim baggage claim (plural baggage claims) location for receiving checked luggage such as
the baggage carousels at an airport.
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